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About Us
Neighbourhood Toy Stores of Canada 
(NETS) is a network of retailers,  
manufacturers and sales agents that 
work together to provide quality  
specialty-toy and children’s products  
in communities across Canada. 

Individually, each retail member is 
dedicated to being a superior source  
of new and innovative quality products 
for local children of all ages. 

As a group, we share the values of 
customer service and community  
involvement, and look for ways that 
our collaborative network can be of 
benefit to Canadian families.

www.neighbourhoodtoystores.ca

Mechanical Xylofun  
Music Machine  $49.99
Build a machine that’s music to  
your ears! Learn about sound,  
music, vibrations, gears, and  
ratchet-pawl mechanisms.  
Includes 208 pieces and  
a step-by-step instruction  
booklet to build and decorate  
your own music machine!  AGES 8+

Fantastic Optics  
Kaleidoscope  $24.99
Peek into a magical new dimension! 
Learn about the world of colour, light, 
and reflection. Build and decorate  
your own kaleidoscope to explore the 
concepts of optics, colour mixing,  
transparency and opacity, and shapes 
and patterns.  AGES 6+

Archi-TECH  
Electronic Smart 
House  $64.99
Are you an aspiring architect 
or engineer? With this  
62-piece kit, you can design
and build modular structures
– then power them up with
lights, sounds, sensors, and
motorized parts! Requires
2 AA batteries, not included.
AGES 8+
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Share the Joy of Giving
Did you know that giving is linked to greater happiness, a 
longer life, increased self-esteem and lower blood pressure 
and stress?  Don’t take our word for it. Find out for yourself. 

Stack & Play Animals  $19.99
Lions and tigers and bears – oh my! This classic  
set of nine colourful wooden animals is specially 

designed to stack in many different 
formations. Construction play 

teaches children about balance  
and symmetry while having fun.  
AGES 3+

Playstix Master Set  $39.99
Build ordinary – and extraordinary – things!  
The grooves of these building pieces interlock 
when one piece is placed across another.  
Use the idea booklet to build a variety of models 
right out of the box – or think of a creation,  
then build it!  AGES 4+

WORKS WITH OTHER 
MAGFORMERS SETS!

KEVA Junior  $39.99
What do you want to build next? 
Little hands will enjoy these junior-
sized planks. The set includes 
20 planks made of eco-friendly, 
BPA-free wood composite in 
two colours and a step-by-step 
guidebook for parents and kids!  
AGES 6 MO+

Q-BA-Maze Starter Lights Set  $49.99
Put on a brilliant light display, marble-maze style!  
This starter kit contains four motion-activated  
light-up cubes, 28 standard cubes, and 14 marbles  
to design a-maz-ing possibilities. Combines with other 
Q-BA-Maze 2.0 marble-run maze sets.  AGES 6+

Log Cabin Set  $79.99
Go on a forest adventure with 48 pieces 
of click-together, magnetic fun! Build 
your very own rustic cabin in the woods 
complete with a balcony, windows, grass, 
a fence and a tree. Then sit back and 
enjoy the peace and quiet...  AGES 3+
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Hawk Zipline Kit  $179.99
Turn your backyard into an adventure park! 
This kit contains everything you need to 
be ziplining in under an hour. Build athletic 
skills, improve your balance and have zipping- 
through-the-air fun for hours! This 21 m (70 ft) 
zipline supports up to 91 kg (200 lbs).  AGES 8+

Ninja Rope Ladder  $39.99
Add excitement and challenge to your Ninja Line! Expand 
your obstacle line with this rope and wooden-dowel ladder 
or use it separately by looping the attachment around a 
strong tree. Climb away! Supports up to 80 kg (175 lbs).  
AGES 5+

Ninja Line  
Intro Kit  $139.99
Train like a Ninja Warrior – in your own 
backyard! Set up the seven hanging  
obstacles in any way you want on the 
11 m (36 ft) slackline and get training! 
Increase the challenge by moving the  
obstacles farther apart. Supports up  
to 113 kg (250 lbs).  AGES 5+

Kimber Verve Kick Scooter  $59.99
A three-wheeled junior kick scooter, perfect for new 
riders! This durable, kid-powered scooter features a 
three-position handle bar with soft rubber hand-grips,  
a rear foot-brake, and polyurethane wheels. Supports 
up to 20 kg (44 lbs).  AGES 3+

Jump Rocket Original  $23.99
Jump, thump and launch your rockets – up to 
91 m (300 ft) into the air! Now with a patented 
booster for longer flight, simply slide a safe, 
foam jump rocket onto the launch pad, jump 
on the air pump and watch it fly. 3-2-1 blast off!  
AGES 4+
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Pocket Swing  $29.99
Relax when you’re out in nature – or in your back 
yard – with this fun, portable swing set! Set it up 
between two strong trees and enjoy it as a swing  
or as a great place to sit and chill. Supports up  
to 110 kg (242 lbs).  AGES 5+

DISTRIBUTED BY

Wrist Shooters  $14.99 each
Old-fashioned, indoor knee hockey at its 
wrist-shooting best! Who knew playing 
knee hockey with two blades  
and a soft, foam ball could  
be so fast and exciting?  
Available in red, black  
and blue; in-store colours  
may vary. For indoor and  
outdoor use.  AGES 3+

IT FOLDS  
FLAT!

LED Ski Skooter  $54.99 each
Go boarding on snow, grass, sand and 
even carpet! This totally rad snowboard 
and kickscooter in one has a three-
mode LED light built in! Ride at dusk 
and at night with your own light show. 
Available in red, green and blue;  
in-store colours may vary. Supports up 
to 100 kg (220 lbs).  AGES 6+

Air Pogo Jumper  $29.99 
Your parents might remember this pogo 
ball from the 1980s! Put your feet on the 
platform, squeeze the ball with them and 
bounce around to your heart’s content. 
Loads of fun once you master it! Supports  
up to 73 kg (160 lbs).  AGES 6+

Top Secret Missions —  
Detective Set  $18.99
Do you have what it takes to become a top 
secret agent? Go through basic training, pick your 
code name, and then test your detective skills. 
This compact, portable set has everything you 
need to solve your very own secret cases.  AGES 5+
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Grab & Go  
Dazzle Mobile —  
Rainbow  $24.99
Keeps baby busy, learning and 
happy! This multi-skill, on-the-go  
play mobile is equipped with 
bright colours, dolls with ribbons, 
and a full-motion “Dazzle Effect” 
in the mobile’s wings. A compact 
design for easy transport!   
AGES 0 MO+

Rotating Music Box  $28.99
A perfect musical addition to playtime 
– and naptime! With a unique shape, 
bright colours and engaging cutout 
shapes, this music box is a soothing and 
gentle toy that will encourage young 
children to explore and experience 
music in a fun way!  AGES 0 MO+

Shape Sorter  
Xylophone  $39.99
Is it a piano, a puzzle or a shape sorter?  
Actually, it’s all three rolled into one! Make 
music by pressing in the puzzle pieces or  
hitting the metal keys with the baton.  
Perfect for learning about music, shapes,  
colours, and sequencing.  AGES 12 MO+

Fire Station  $129.99
Keep everybody safe in the neighbourhood! This tri-level 
wooden fire station is ready for any emergency, with a 
furnished office, eating and sleeping quarters, a working 
garage door, and a fire pole that goes from top to bottom!  
AGES 3+

Sensory Rollers  
$24.99
Roll, bounce, toss, and 
discover! Baby will be 
fascinated by the rubbery 
textures of these three 
colourful sensory balls, 
and enchanted by  
the charming chimes 
hidden inside that sound 
with each and every 
movement!  AGES 6 MO+
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The dark won’t be scary anymore! This ultra-cuddly 
friend will help ease fear of the dark by projecting a 
starry night sky – with the moon and three constellations 
in three soothing colours – onto bedroom ceilings  
and walls.  AGES 0 MO+

Tranquil Turtle  $54.99 each
Transform your child’s room into a peaceful oasis.  
This award-winning calming toy projects an underwater  
effect with a gentle wave motion, and will play either  
whispering waves or a gentle melody. A perfect solution 
for kids who are afraid of the dark.   
In-store availability may vary.  
AGES 0 MO+

Bubbly Bunny  $39.99
This bubbly, cuddly bunny will become  
a new bestie! From the Sound Soothers  
collection, this bunny plays four sounds  
– forest breeze, calming ocean, friendly  
giggles, and an adorable lullaby – to 
soothe little ones, day and night!   
AGES 0 MO+

“Izzy” Squishy Lite  $22.99
Adorable, portable “Izzy” gives the perfect light for sweet dreams! You 
can toggle this soft, squishy nightlight with friendly eyes and a happy smile 
through warm white and seven colour options. Requires 3 AAA batteries,  
not included.  AGES 3+

AQUA

OCEAN
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Tiny Ballerina  $37.99
With a ballet tote bag, this pint-sized 
ballerina is ready for showtime!  
All dressed up in a shimmering tutu,  
tiara, pink leggings, and ballet  
slippers, Wee Baby Stella is ready to 
dance, dance, dance her way into  
your little one’s heart!  AGES 12 MO+

Wee Baby Stella  
Tiny Farmer  $37.99
Wee Baby Stella, how does your 
garden grow? Dressed in a denim 
one-piece overall and striped shirt, 
Wee Baby Stella is ready to get  
out in the veggie patch. Your little 
one can help him plant pretend  
carrots and do other chores!   
AGES 12 MO+

Wee Baby Stella Snuggle Bunny Outfit  $18.99
Who doesn’t want have a nap with a snuggle bunny? This ultra-plush, 
soft, bunny-themed doll sleeper will fit all 30 cm (12 in) Wee Baby Stella  
dolls. Get ready to tuck your little one’s favorite doll in for the night. 
Sweet dreams!  AGES 12 MO+

Atom Teether  $12.99
This teether is out of this world! Perfectly sized for 
baby hands, little ones will love this multi-sensory 
teether’s 12 bendy arms, bright colours and  
clacky rings that rattle with every shake! Perfect for 
developing gross motor skills.  AGES 0 MO+

HANDY STORAGE  
CUP INCLUDED!

Jet Duck Pirate  $39.99
Get ready to get wet – and clean! The duck race starts now! 
This jet duck will race around the tub, shoot water out of its 
cannon, and dress up as a flock of different pirate characters. 
Requires 4 AA batteries, not included.  AGES 3+
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Test Tube Adventures  $29.99
More than 15 amazing activities in one small bag! You can play  
with touchable bubbles, make your own super bouncing ball,  
create metres of slimy, gooey worms, write a secret messages  
with disappearing ink – and so much more!  AGES 8+

Kidz Robotix  
Spider Robot  $24.99
Learn about electricity and motors 
when you build your own robotic 
spider! Once built, attach it to  
the string and switch it on – it will 
scuttle up and down, like a real  
spider on silk thread! Is it scary?  
Not really. It’s actually kinda cute!  
AGES 8+

Botley the Coding Robot  $109.99
Want to learn how to code and have fun doing 
it? Meet Botley – the easiest, friendliest way to 
learn coding! Ready to go  
right out of the box, Botley’s  
many advanced features  
will surprise you. A 77-piece  
activity set is included.   
AGES 5+

GROW YOUR VERY 
OWN COLOURFUL  
CRYSTALS!

Beaker Creatures Liquid Reactor 
Super Lab  $26.99
It’s a colourful bubbling creature reaction! First, 
extract the Beaker Creatures from the mysterious 
reactor pods and identify them. Then perform  
amazing science experiments inspired by the  
Beaker Creatures and their home planets.  AGES 5+

Conduct Dough  
Lights  $49.99
Turn soft dough designs into works  
of art that glow! Use the dough to  
complete your design, then position 
custom-engineered LEDs onto your  
creation. Plug in the wires and watch  
the LEDs light up. Requires a 9V battery, 
not included.  AGES 5+
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$64.99
Make your geography study  
time engaging and illuminating... 
This 25 cm (10 in) diameter globe 
shows you the earth’s land masses, 
countries, borders, mountains,  
and rivers by day, and important 
stars and constellations by night!  
AGES 7+

Geared-Up Gadgets 5-in-1  $29.99
Ready to have some geared-
up fun? Start with the 28-page 
manual to build five fun gadgets 
– including a rescue copter, aircraft 
launcher and a centripetal force 
machine – with gear trains that 
multiply speed to spin super fast. 
Spin away!  AGES 6+

Ooze Labs Chemistry Station  $49.99
Ready for 20 outrageously awesome, educational – 
and safe – experiments? This kit’s got everything you 
need to make color-changing slime, fizzing reactions, 
oozing bubbles, a rainbow in a test tube, an under-
water volcano, and a lot more!  AGES 6+

R/C Machines — Farm  $119.99
Explore STEM learning and farm machinery through  
model-building! Build remote-control models of a tractor 
with several different attachments, a harvester, farm  
truck, and a windrower! And then, maybe, try inventing 
something new!  AGES 6+

RESCUE COPTER

CENTRIPETAL 
FORCE MACHINE

SPINNER TOY
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Share the Joy of STEM  
+ STEAM Learning
Inquiring minds want 
to know – and learn 
– and create! “STEM” 
stands for science, 
technology, engineer 
ing and math –  
disciplines that play  
a role in every part  
of our lives. 

STEM learning nurtures creators, 
doers, thinkers, problem solvers, 

innovators, and inventors. Toys 
that promote STEM learning gives 
children the opportunity to build 
a solid foundation and interest in 
those disciplines in many fun and 
entertaining ways. 

A close cousin to STEM is 
“STEAM”, which adds art and, by 
extension, creativity to round out 
the areas of learning.

Ultimate Vortex Generator  
$34.99
Now’s your chance to use a spinning 
magnetic mixer! Whip up 20 whirling, 
swirling kitchen chemistry experiments 
to explore concepts such as centripetal 
force, fluid dynamics, vacuums, vortices, 
and magnetism. Requires 4 AA batteries, 
not included.  AGES 8+

That’s Gross  
Science Lab  $36.99
Chemistry has never been this 
gross – or fun! This science lab 
features a motorized toilet bowl 
mixer with real flushing sounds 
and a gross-tastic lab journal 
packed with 30 super-gross 
experiments. The gross-out fun 
will last for hours!  AGES 8+

Ultimate Secret Formula Lab  $49.99
Explore the secrets of science with 40+ epic experiments! Learn 
about chemistry, fluid dynamics, and pressure by doing experiments 
that fizz, change colour, disappear, crystallize, and defy gravity.  
A 32-page lab book is included.  AGES 8+

Periodic Table  
Fridge Magnets  $19.99
What you can spell with the elements! Spell over 
10,000 words like C/H/O/Co/La/Te and F/U/N 
using these element tiles. Or arrange them in the 
proper table configuration as a convenient and 
interactive study aid!  AGES 5+
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Nee Doh Glow Ball  $4.99
Feeling stressed? This stress ball will 
help you mellow out – in a soft glowing 
light! Squeeze it, pull it, smush it. Feel a 
groovy glow of enlightenment as it blows 
your mind, soothes your soul, and has  
you feeling groovy in no time!  AGES 3+

Max the Memory Game  $12.99
Test your memory to the max! With two levels  
of difficulty and flashing lights and sound  
effects to distract you, challenge your ability  
to remember colour and sound sequences.  
The more you remember, the faster  
it goes – so look out!   
AGES 6+

Lava Lamp  $26.99 each
No cool room is complete without this  
classic lava lamp! This groovy gizmo is  
37 cm (14.5 in) tall and filled with mesmerizing,  
flowing goo. Available in colours shown above with  
a silver base and cap; in-store colours may vary.  
Requires a 25-watt light bulb, included.  AGES 10+

Dr. Seuss Grinch With  
Light-Up Heart  $39.99
Dr. Seuss’s Grinch does have a heart! Press his left hand, and  
make his heart glow and blink for 30 seconds. Carefully constructed  
and highly detailed, Mr. Grinch measures 33 cm (13 in) tall when 
seated, a perfect height for cuddling.  AGES 3+

Steel Works 5-Model Set   
$22.99
Construct using classic building supplies... 
First construct five models using real steel parts, 
step-by-step, illustrated instructions and all  
the tools you need. Then design and build  
a few models of your own. Combines  
with other Steel Works sets.  AGES 8+

IT GLOWS IN  
THE DARK!
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Share the Joy of Imagination
Imagination drives creativity, curiousity and learning. From 
role play and screen-free socialization to exploring possibilities  
through STEM and STEAM opportunities, thinking “outside  
the box” and exploring “what could be” empowers and nurtures 
young minds. 

Discover the power of your imagination. It can be your greatest  
tool for creativity, learning, making connections, increased 
self-confidence, and yes – joy!

Unicorn Tin Tea Set  $26.99
Who doesn’t love unicorns? Host your friends, dolls and stuffed toys with 
the best fantasy tea set ever! This beautiful 15-piece tin tea set featuring  
everyone’s favourite fantasy creature is perfect for pretend tea parties, 
indoors and out!  AGES 3+

Moon Light  
R/C Night Light  $44.99
Ever hear of a green or a purple 
moon? With this remote control 
night light, you can have one in 
your room! The LED lights inside 
change to eight colours to match 
any room or mood.  
The kit also includes  
a genuine meteorite  
from space.  AGES 6+

Quadrilla Race to  
the Finish  $39.99
Can you guess which marble will finish 
first? First, build your 28-wooden-piece 
marble run. Then drop two marbles  
into the top and watch as they race 
down different paths to the bottom. 
Combines with other Quadrilla  
marble-run maze sets.  AGES 4+

Flower Power  
Guitar  $49.99
Be a real flower child with this 
cool, 1960s-themed guitar!  
A bright and colourful cross  
between a classic six-stringed  
guitar and a ukulele, this  
flower-power guitar is the  
  perfect size for young  
  musicians wanting to learn  
    to play an instrument.   
      AGES 3+
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Share the Joy of Family Time
Game night is one of the best ways to connect, 
learn, make lasting memories – and have a 
great time with friends and family! 

Mystery Island 
Pirates  $19.99
Ready for a wild and wacky 
race for treasure? This game 
is a back-and-forth race – from 
Pirate’s Cove to Treasure Island 
– where anything can happen. 
So choose your boat, roll the 
dice, and head off on the high 
seas to adventure!  AGES 5+ | 

2–6 PLAYERS 

Jungle Speed Kids  
$29.99 
In the heart of the jungle, the lion  
has fallen asleep! Finally, here’s your  
chance to save all the animals – but  
be quick! Use your memory and your  
quick reflexes to be the first to grab 
the totem! Easy to learn and loads of  
fun to play!  AGES 4+ |  2–6 PLAYERS

Collecto  $26.99 
Line up the coloured balls to  
win! In this fast and colourful  
game of visual perception, slide  
together two or more balls of  
the same colour to up your score. 
Can you identify the move that 
lets you to collect the most balls?  
AGES 7+ |  2–4 PLAYERS 

Keys to the Castle  
$19.99 
This game is door-flipping 
madness! Race against your 
fellow knights through the 
castle where there’s a surprise 
behind every door. By opening  
and locking doors, be the first 
to cross the precarious maze 
on the other side!  AGES 8+ | 

2–4 PLAYERS 

Sequence  $29.99 
With a little strategy and luck, 
you can be the winner! Your goal 
is to get five chips in a row – a 
sequence – on the game board. 
Learn to block your opponents 
and remove their chips. Just 
watch out for the Jacks!  AGES 7+ | 

2–12 PLAYERS

Uh Oh Hippo  $32.99 
Can you guess what the hippo 
ate? Feed the need for fun with 
this hilarious “What-did-I-eat?!” 
memory game. Remember what 
munchies are in the hippo’s 
mouth, and figure out which one 
goes missing. Press the hippo’s 
tail to find out if you’re right!   
AGES 3+ |  2 + PLAYERS  
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The Magic  
Labyrinth  $39.99
Your chance to be a wizard’s  
apprentice! Sharpen your memory 
and navigation skills as you make 
your way through the maze to  
find the Wizard Master’s lost  
objects. Hit an invisible wall, and  
you go back to the start again.   
AGES 6+ |  2–4 PLAYERS 

EXIT Games  $19.99 each
Each box holds a different scenario, but the game is the same! These 
play-once, escape-room games offer fantastic entertainment value and 
different levels of difficulty. Pick your scenario, gather your players and  
get solving your escape!  AGES 12+ |  1–6 PLAYERS

Ghost Blitz  $19.99
Are you absolutely sure that’s the right 
one? Think, test your reflexes and move 
quickly in this fast-paced game. Cards reveal 
pictures of objects that may or may not 
match the actual ones sitting in front of you. 
Choose wisely.  AGES 8+ |  2–8 PLAYERS 

Deja Vu  $17.99
Are you sure you’ve seen this before? 
This family-friendly memory game is  
like no other you’ve played before.  
Many objects look the same but aren’t. 
The longer you play, the more often you’ll 
see the same objects again and again.  
Or will you?  AGES 8+ |  2–4 PLAYERS 

Funky Chicken  $23.99 
Yes – you can do THE dance if you want to! 
This fast-paced card game gets everyone 
moving, laughing, and dancing in under 
2 minutes. When your dance-move card 
matches another player’s, get your funky on 
and dance!  AGES 6+ |  3–6 PLAYERS 

FOUR OF TEN GAMES SHOWN.
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Brain Bolt  $34.99 
The fastest memory game you’ll 
ever play! Think quick – memorize 
the pattern of the lights and press 
them in sequence to play this  
blazingly-fast, light-up memory 
game! Play solo or challenge a 
friend in head-to-head mode.  
AGES 7+ |  1–2 PLAYERS 

Day at the Museum  
Puzzle — Dinosaurs  $24.99 
It’s almost like being at the museum! 
Transport yourself to the dinosaur 
exhibit in this beautifully-illustrated, 
48-piece observational puzzle.  
                  So even if you can’t be  
                    there in person, you’ll be 
                           able to see all your  
                           favourite beasties.   
                           AGES 4+ |  1+ PLAYERS

Discover Canada Puzzle  
$24.99
Learn about our country and  
its national symbols! Set up the giant 
100-piece floor puzzle and then place 
the 21 figures of iconic Canadian  
symbols where they’re found. The 
guide book gives you facts about  
each province.  AGES 5+ |  1+ PLAYERS

Memory Games  $12.99 each
Is this the card that matches that one? 
Or is it this one? Develop memory skills 
and learn the name of different animals 
and butterflies in these classic memory 
games. Each game contains 36 card pairs.  
AGES 3+ |  2–4 PLAYERS

Kanoodle  
Head to Head   
$32.99 
A brain-teasing puzzle race for two! Grab a friend and go 
head to head to find out who completes the Kanoodle 
challenge first! Launch your opponent’s pieces with the 
press of a button for the ultimate “friendly” check-mate!  
AGES 7+ |  2 PLAYERS 

Santa’s Lucky Stocking  $19.99 
Look what Rufus found hidden under the tree! This 
family puzzle has 350 pieces in three different sizes – 
bigger pieces for smaller hands, smaller pieces  
for bigger hands, and medium pieces for everyone!  
Family time made easy.  ALL AGES |  1+ PLAYERS
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DISTRIBUTED BY

My Fairy Garden: Unicorn Paradise  $36.99
Unicorns and rainbows! What could be better? Grow real plants 
and flowers in this eye-catching cave garden where the glittery 
unicorn, Celeste, hangs out with her fairy friend, Dahlia, and 
Dahlia’s pet turtle, Pebbles! Ahhh!  AGES 4+

Party Palette  $17.99
Let’s get colourful! Create fun and 
beautiful nail designs with 10 bright 
nail polish colours, then personalize 
them with decal stickers. Includes a 
nail file to get the perfect nail shape! 
Have fun! Great for party, travel or 
as a gift!  AGES 3+

Yarn Llama  $29.99
It’s one rad llama jama! If you love llamas, get 
wrapped up in this crafty and colourful kit. Assemble 
the cardboard form, wrap the yarn around it, and 
craft a colourful blanket and bridle. It will be llama 
love at first sight!  AGES 8+

Hypercolor  
Mixed by Me Kit  $29.99
This time it’s personal! Create your 
own custom putty colours! Mix 
up five different colours, then add 
amazing Chiller concentrates and 
Thriller effects. Use the coloured 
pencils to decorate your storage 
tins to match! Hyper cool!  AGES 8+
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Mini Sequin Pets  $13.99 each
Introducing the cutest  
sensory pets – flip-sequin  
minis! Each 15 cm (6 in)  
sequin mini features a  
weighted body and flip  
sequins – and is ready to  
cuddle, calm and comfort.  
Pick your favorite friend,  
or cuddle both!  AGES 5+

Create with Clay Dinosaurs  $19.99
This kit is part adventure, part science, and part crafting! 
Learn about prehistoric times while covering three plastic 
dinosaur skeletons (t-rex, triceratops and stegosaurus) 
with five clay colours. The instructions include lots of fun 
                                                   dinosaur facts.  AGES 5+

Holiday Sparkling  
Window Art  $21.99
Get festive with metallic liner, 
glitter paint and rhinestones! 
From snowflakes to festive 
candy canes, transform your 
windows, mirrors and other 
smooth, glass surfaces with 
sparkling holiday window art. 
Sparkle away!  AGES 6+

Butterfly Fairy Lights  $26.99
All you need to add is crafting magic! Design and decorate  
an enchanted fairy light with translucent butterflies, flowers, 
sparkling gemstones, fairy dust, and more. Then, twist the 
globe and base together and light it up. Gorgeous!  AGES 7+

  Sequin Pets —  
  Sparkles the  
  Unicorn  $33.99

                                              Sparkles, the sequined rainbow 
                                              unicorn, is ready for crafts, pats 
                                              and cuddles. Make her  
your own with reusable felt-sticker decorations  
and stroke her beautiful flip-sequin fabric.  
Sparkles is 21.5 cm (8.5 in) tall and weighted  
for soothing comfort.  AGES 5+

NORBERT  
THE NARWHAL

TWINKLES  
THE ELEPHANT
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Playfoam Pals — Snowy Friends  $6.99 each
There’s a mystery collectible  
– from the Arctic – waiting  
for you in each snowy  
Playfoam globe! Use the  
snowy-coloured playfoam,  
to build everything your  
polar Pal needs, again and  
again, for endless fun. Find  
the rare snowman as you  
collect all 13 Pals!  AGES 5+

Playfoam Glow-in-the-Dark   
$6.99
Squish, squash, and sculpt your way to 
creative play, night or day! No-mess, 
glow-in-the-dark playfoam won’t dry out 
or stick to carpet, car seats, or clothing. 
Comes in four pods of glowing colour for 
fun and worry-free sculpting.  AGES 3+

Anywhere Art Studio  $49.99
A double-sided drawing space to keep your little artist busy! 
This tabletop art studio has a magnetic whiteboard on one 
side and a chalk board on the other. Comes with two pieces of 
chalk, one eraser, and a magnetic wood piece.  AGES 3+

Make Your Own  
Dream Catcher  $19.99
A pretty MYO project – with dreamy 
results! Make your own dream 
catcher and hang it above your bed.  
Legend has it that your dream catcher  
will catch your bad dreams, and let 
the good dreams pass – so you’ll 
have a sweet-dreams night.  AGES 5+

Origami Flower 
Lights  $19.99
Make string lights even cooler 
with beautiful flower origami! 
Add an artistic touch to this 
string of 10 LED lights with 
beautiful, garden-worthy flower 
origami. Use them to decorate 
your bedroom and turn it into a 
beautiful dreamland.  AGES 5+

IT’S TWO-SIDED!

 Magic Canvas   
 $19.99
 No mess! No clean-up!  
 And you can use this  
 drawing tablet just  
 about anywhere!  
 Fill the tethered stylus  
 with water, and draw  
 to reveal a rainbow  
of colours hidden on the canvas. While the first side dries,  
flip to the other side to keep on drawing!  AGES 12 MO+
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It doesn’t matter what age you are or what you are interested in, the joy of play is universal. 

Yes, play makes us happy, but it’s also an important teaching tool with many physical,  
emotional, creative, thinking and social benefits! Enrich your play experience with quality 
specialty-toy and children’s products available at Toy Corner. See you soon!

SHARE THE JOY OF PLAY!

STORE HOURS 
Monday to Friday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. • Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

Sunday, December 2, 9, 16 and 23 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.

LOCATION

1030 Confederation Street (at Murphy) 
Sarnia, Ontario  N7S 6H1

519-336-4381

www.thetoycorner.com

Not all products may be exactly  
as shown.




